
TRUCK  COVERS

OUR TRUCK COVERS
ARE LONG ENOUGH

TO COVER THE 
RUNNING BOARDS

Remember this? “covers are now made overseas, it is a 
nightmare! material being cut in Mexico, sewn in China, 
go figure! We continue searching for a better way......well,
I FOUND IT. 
I have been on a quest for a GOOD truck cover 
manufacturer.  We have been dealers for Covercraft,
Coverking and California Car Cover for
years, but I have not been happy with
them for some time. Quality
going down, Prices going
UP, way up!!! This year
found a company that will
make our cover my way,
with reinforcement at those
sharp bed corners, long
enough to cover bumpers
and running boards, 
enough room for mirrors and 
just a tad cheaper than building a garage!!

TRUCK  COVERS

COVER MATERIAL SAMPLES
SAMP-TC...................NO CHARGE
warranties are pro-rated by month.

SOFT-BOND NEW LOWER PRICE
3 layers, very soft without the “fuzz” that we worry about in flannel fabrics.
Highly water resistant, seams are heat sealed to avoid stitches and
punctures. This is the cover for newer paint and babied finishes.  Very UV
resistant, good for high sun areas. Cover is comparable to but exceeds
competitor covers costing way over $200.00 

HONEYCOMB NEW LOWER PRICE
Single layer, very breathable and thin, Lightweight, Water resistant,
Economical, Indoor and Outdoor Mild weather or short term storage, good
dirt, dust and UV ray protection. Easy on & off,

SOFTBOND, Color..Grey
1953-56 Pick-up  . . . . . . .TC-5300-FT  . . .$135.00
1953-56 Panel  . . . . . . . .TCP-5356-DX  .$225.00

fabric also called noah, weatherall, technalon3, 
blockit-350, mosom

HONEYCOMB, Color...Light Grey
1953-56 Pick-up  . . . . . . .TC-5300-BT  . . .$85.00
1953-56 Panel . . . . . . . . .TCP-5356-HC  .$189.00
(also called Coverguard, Blockit 200, Centrex, Multibond)

BUDGET TENT STYLE, kind of a universal style cover, angles down from
top of cab to end of bed, good for shedding rain fast. Not our pattern but
does fit ok and we like the material and the price.

BUDGET Color...Bright Blue
1953-56 Pick-up  . . . . . . .TC-5304-Bt  . . . .$95.00

STORM-BOND NEW LOWER PRICE
4 layers. Best long term storage and protection from dings, hail, kids,
garages with family traffic and shows with non-car traffic. Two breathable
and protective layers inside & soft luxurious fleece inner layer.  Outer layer
has highest UV (sun) protection available.  Ultrasonic sealed seams to
avoid stitches and punctures Light Grey

STORM-BOND, Light Grey
1953-56 Pick-up  . . . . . . .TC-5300-PG  . .$155.00
1953-56 Panel . . . . . . .TCP-5356-SW  . .$305.00

fabric also called coverbond, technalon2,   
evolution4, genesis, blockit-400, stormweave.

SILVER-TECH, Light Metalic silver
1953-56 Pick-up  . . . . . . . .TC-5301-SZ  . .$195.00

not available for Panel truck yet, if interested in this
cover for a panel, get on first serve list.  Must do up
a “roll” at a time, so, to invest in Panel we need
some “reassurance”  
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Note:  We have done a lot of research into covers and these are the 4 Fabrics that we feel are the best available and cover
the kind of storage and protection needed most. I do not care for cotton covers with flannel lining, flannel feels great to the
touch, but tends to trap tiny pieces of sand, shavings, grass, and such in the “soft” fuzzy lining, not good for paint.  
*Vinyl covers are turning up lately, completely water-proof, so great for temporary storage, but, time flys by and I am a little    
concerned about “vents” being the only way air can circulate should the storage get to be longer than expected..  

***Check out the new slick silver cover with a Door zipper on driver side, handy! 
Check out new lower prices, NEW RUN, JUST IN TIME FOR PRINT, NOTE SAVINGS, price shown includes savings.

PANELS & LONG BED TRUCKS, because of size and low numbers still more expensive and not ready in all fabrics.
Sy’s pattern, so made just for 1953-56 Ford F-100 short bed trucks, but, fits 48-52 (little big) and even most 50’s Chevy's.

NEW, EVEN LOWER
PRICES FOR 2011

MID FIFTY F-100 PARTS
1-800-252-1956

NEW LOWER PRICES!!!

SILVER-TECH  NEW LOWER PRICE
3 layers  The most exciting one we had made, DOOR ZIPPER, on driver
side.  What a great cover for shows.  Keeps interior cooler, we are in
Arizona so very aware of how important UV resistant sun reflective covers
are for protection. Lightest weight, so easy on and off. Super slick inner
side pampers paint.  No comparison anywhere, 

Sy’s pattern and yes, it really does have a door zipper!!! 
“Chevy guys will be green with envy”

.LOWER $$

.LOWER $$

.LOWER $$

.LOWER $$
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